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Background
• Growing market: In 2018, an
estimated 180 million OGS products
were sold globally. 2.23 million solar
products sold in East, West & Central
Africa in the second half of 2018
(GOGLA).

• Product lifespan: expected to be 3
years for PSPs and 5 years for SHSs.

• E-waste quantities: An estimated
10,000 metric tonnes will be
produced in 2020.

• Poor data: Lack of data, especially
on non-quality verified products, make
estimates unreliable.
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Background
• Sustainable management of solar
e-waste is an emerging priority
for the off-grid sector.
• Recapture & recycling of off-grid
solar e-waste is particularly
challenging for three reasons
⎻ Collection

⎻ Battery Diversity

⎻ Multiplier Effects

• Efforts remain nascent across
sub-Saharan Africa.
Photo source: WeTu Kenya
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The Challenges
• Distribution, maintenance & repair
⎻ Replace- lack of spare parts
⎻ Repair- informal sector

⎻ Affiliate and non-affiliate products
⎻ Location of customers

• Recycling Capacity & Volumes
⎻ Insufficient public infrastructure
⎻ Volumes for profitability

• Product Design
⎻ Multiplier effects

• Legislation

⎻ Most bills still remain in draft and
governments lack support for
implementation

Photo source: Enviroserve Rwanda
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The Global LEAP Solar E-Waste Challenge
Supporting innovative approaches to solar e-waste
management across sub-Saharan Africa.
• $2.2 million made available to
support the creation and
implementation of innovative
sustainable e-waste
management solutions
• 1st Round
⎻ Solutions for takeback,
repair and recycling

• 2nd Round
⎻ R&D focused on improved
product design and battery
technology
Solar E-Waste Management Innovations
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Solar E-Waste Challenge Summary
Round 1
• 8 winners across 5 countries: Nigeria, Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda &
Zambia
⎻ 3 recyclers and 5 SHS companies

Round 2
• 4 winners across four countries: Kenya, Tanzania, Benin &
Burkina Faso
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Take-back and Collection: Overview
Take-back and collection is an integral part of a company’s e-waste
management strategy to deal with end-of-life (EoL) products.
Supplementary to normal reverse logistics for in-warranty products.
There are several advantages to leveraging the consumer relationship
beyond the warranty period:
-

Meeting EPR legislation

-

Risk mitigation - reduces health
hazards and environmental
pollution

-

Avoids circulation of EoL
products with dubious quality
repairs

-

Improves brand perception and
customer retention

Photo source: WEEE Centre Kenya
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Take-back and Collection: Raising Awareness
Lack of consumer awareness about
the hazards of e-waste and
recommended means of disposal is a
barrier to recovery of e-waste.
Communication is a central pillar of
take-back schemes:
•

Messaging should be clear and
concise

•

Focus on positive messaging rather
than detailing hazards

•

Utilise touch points throughout the
customer journey
⎻
⎻

Difficult for cash-based sales with onetime transaction
PAYGo companies have many more
opportunities to connect

Awareness Campaigns
-

SMS and radio messaging to reach
last-mile communities

-

Integration of e-waste messaging
with marketing materials

-

Clear disposal information on
product packaging and at
installation

-

Collaboration with national
campaigns or waste-management
facilities

ⒸWeTu
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Take-back and Collection: Incentivisation
Incentives required to motivate
customers to give up EoL solar
products and overcome barriers
such as attachment and perceived
value.
Take-back schemes being piloted have
considered the perceived value of
products in the informal sector, and
the cost of transport to collection
centres.

Types of incentivisation:
-

Discount on new solar product or
appliance

-

Mobile airtime

-

Merchandise

-

Agri-inputs

Discounts on replacement products
encourage customer retention and
maximise the positive impacts of
solar energy.
Photo Source SolarAid
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Take-back and Collection: External Partnerships
•

Third party services:
⎻ E-waste management facilities with collection services in urban
or peri-urban hubs
⎻ Community-based collection points such as schools and filling
stations
⎻ Often mixed-waste collections - sufficient volumes to reach
economy of scale
Enviroserve, Rwanda

-

Community Collection
points in every district

-

Partnerships with OGS
companies in Rwanda:
-

Photo Source Enviroserve, Rwanda

Collections
Communication with
customers
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Take-back and Collection: External Partnerships
•

Informal sector
⎻ Many consumers will first
seek to repair or repurpose
a broken electronic product,
and will go to the local
informal sector
⎻ Large footprint and
community network for OGS
companies to tap into to
increase take-back and
collection volumes

Informal Repair & Refuse Sector:
- Subsistence waste collectors /
pickers
- Repairers (“Fundi”) - nonregistered workshops or
individuals
- Recyclers, typically extracting
precious metals through poor,
unsafe practices

⎻ Requires incentivisation;
financial, training, certification,
franchising etc.
Photo source: Fenix
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Take-back and Collection: Grantee Initiatives

Take-Back:

Collection:

● d.light

● Enviroserve

● Fenix

● WEEE Centre

● Sunny Money

● Hinckley

● Solibrium
● WeTu
-

Mix of own and other
products
IP issues
Value of incentive

-

Working in partnership with
OGS companies
Consumer Awareness
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Repair and Refurbishment: Overview
-

Repair vs. Refurbishment
Despite Lighting Global &
GOGLA requirements for
products warranty,
maintenance & repair is
limited
-

-

Replace rather than repair
protocols
Limited to urban areas
Variability in processes
Balance between initial sales &
after-sales services
Informal repair sector

Repair/refurbishment are
context & product specific
-

PSP vs. SHS lifespan
High cost of replacement parts &
low revenues

Photo source: Solibrium Solar
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Repair & Refurbishment: Opportunities
Opportunities:
•
•
•
•

After-sales services increase
customer trust in off-grid solar
products
Secondary solar market for solar
products
Further research to better
understand product lifespans
Partnership to outsource repairs

Photo source: D.light
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Repair and Refurbishment: Grantee Initiatives

Sunny Money
•
•
•
•

Repair manual & step-by-step
videos
Web app to demonstrate most
common repairs
Online marketplace for
refurbished components
Battery replacement

WEEE Centre
•

Upskilling the informal
sector through trainings on
repair

Solibrium
•
•
•

Take-back/buy-back system for
faulty or broken products
Repair and refurbish these
products for resale
Refurbish components for resale
to informal sector
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Recycling: Overview

Areas
1. Regulation
2. Economics
3. Capacity
Examples
1. Hinckley Recycling
2. WEEE Centre
3. Enviroserve

Photo source: Enviroserve Rwanda
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Recycling: Regulation
Uneven spread and ambiguous status of solar
e.g. Hinckley Recycling
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Recycling: Economics
It’s costly and recyclers need volumes
e.g. WEEE Centre

SOURCE: DFID, 2017
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Recycling: Capacity
Absence of controlled facilities on continent so vast majority of
processing is carried out by artisans, individually or in groups
e.g. Enviroserve Rwanda

© Declan Murray
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Recycling: Conclusion

• Better to pre-empt legislation
• Expensive

• There is potential to create jobs &
economic value in-country

© Declan Murray
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Battery Technology: Introduction
Distinguishing Characteristics
•
•
•

Battery Diversity: Lead acid & Li-Ion- handled different across
their usage life and end of life.
Weak Link: shortest life span (2-6 yrs). Attributable to poor usage
and unoptimised design.
Pose a negative health & environmental impact.

The Global LEAP Awards team visiting Enviroserve
Rwanda’s research partner CMU Africa in their solar
battery test lab (Kigali, November 2019)
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Battery Technology: Grantee Initiatives
Informal Sector Engagement
•
•

Batteries (esp. lead acid), have high
scrap value & are often scavenged
for sale or reuse
Informal players have vast last mile
presence and access to the endconsumer

Second Battery Life
•
•

70% usable capacity at EoL
What are the requirements,
challenges and applications?
Photo Source: Solaris OffGrid

Battery Management Systems (BMSs)
•

Customized BMS will capture salient
parameters and offer more precise
measures of the State Of Health.
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Battery Technology: Grantee Initiatives
Hinckley
• Informal sector engagement to collect
batteries.
• In partnership with CMU plan to build
out refurbished Li-Ion battery packs
and pilot possible usages such as UPS
Fenix
• Utilize last mile presence to collect ewaste.
• Reach out to their customers in both
the rural(agents) and urban peri-urban
areas (service centers)
• Collaborate with the scrap collectors/
pilot incentives & identify most optimal
Photo Source: Fenix
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Battery Technology: Grantee Initiatives
Acceleron
•
•

Patented refurbished battery packs that are easy to take apart & optimized
BMS
Build out the entire supply chain: battery sourcing & refurbished battery
sales.

Lagazel
•
•

Testing refurbished batteries on several applications to be fitted into existing
manufacturing lines.
Adapting of innovative BMS to optimize cell operation in battery pack &
effectively ensure service continuity.

M-KOPA Labs
•

Build smart algorithms into BMS that to reduce failure and degradation.

Solaris Offgrid
•
•

Ease the replacement of batteries & avoid purchase of new SHS kits.
Integrate a BMS to allow for the use of different capacity battery packs.
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Resources

-

Solar E-Waste Market Scoping
Report
Sustainable Solar E-Waste &
Battery Technology Report
Global LEAP Awards Solar EWaste Project Spotlights
Global LEAP Awards Additional
Resources

Photo source: Fenix
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Resources: E-Waste Toolkit
https://www.gogla.org/e-waste
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Opportunities
• Improved products
⎻ Interoperability
⎻ Minimum e-waste footprint

• Consumer awareness campaigns
• Collaboration within the off-grid
sector
• Extended Producer Responsibility
programs
• Government and stakeholder
engagement for policy and
regulations
Photo source: Enviroserve Rwanda
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Thank you!

Learn more at:
https://eepafrica.org/
https://www.ndf.fi/

Learn more at:
https://clasp.ngo/
https://globalleapawards.org/

